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Chapter 1
Introdution
Nowadays omputer networks in the modern business industry are essential.
There are a lot of servies that in these days are provided through the network,
and without them, it would be impossible to save resoures by sharing them.
In addition to that, tehnology has advaned a lot, making possible for the
users to possess mahines (laptops, PC's, PDA's, et) that are not stati but an
go with them wherever they go, foring the IT researh to disover new ways
to provide the network servies to those mobile devies. For all those reasons,
servie disovery protools have been developed.
The aess to network servies sattered among dierent loations is possible
thanks to Servie Disovery tehnology. It is the tehnology responsible to nd
all the dierent resoures attahed to the user network and oer them to them in
ase are authorised to use them. Servie Disovery Protools are the protools
that arry out the mission. Some of these tehnologies are: Jini, Salutation,
SLP, UPnP. This protools have been oneived to allow the ooperation among
devies/servies with minimal human intervention.
To perform all the three tasks (plus the spei of eah protool) it is ne-
essary the interhange of messages in the net between the dierent mahines.
To nd the proper enoding mehanism for a Servie Disovery Protool is the
main goal of this work.
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1.1 Motivations
XSDF (Extensible Servie Disovery Framework), published in 2005, denes an
arhiteture with several entities and protools for the management and loation
of Servie information. XSDF intents to be the tool to give transpareny to the
dierent network operations that a user needs for its daily working. XSDF tries
to address all these problems, oering a framework to nd the best servie for
the user. That is, looking for the one whih optimizes the needs of the user
and of the network. In this way, this tool an be useful not just to nd hidden
resoures, but to keep a load balane between all of them as well.
There is no need to say that, sine XSDF is another SDP, the needs to implement
it meets the needs of the others SDP. Therefore XSDF is fored to send enoded
messages as mean of ommuniation between the mahines that take part in its
proess.
Nowadays, the most popular format to represent hierarhial strutured in-
formation is the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), and it has been employed
by multiple network protools and appliations. Although its textual represen-
tation allows protools to be extensible, and eases development and debugging,
it requires more bandwidth and proessing than a binary ounterpart.
On the other hand, we an mention ASN.1, at some extent less popular
format, that gives us a representation that requires muh less bandwidth, even
saving spae at the bit level, but has quite omplex proessing rules.
As a result, we have two very dierent enoding mehanisms that over
dierent user's neessities. XML provides a mean to represent hierarhial data;
ASN.1 allows to enode the data in a minimum spae so less bandwidth is
needed. Our goal is the implementation of XBE32, whih is meaning to over
the deienies of both of them, its purpose it is to give to the user the hane
to represent hierarhial data in an smaller spae.
The requirements asked to XBE32 will be:
• to be apable of expressing hierarhial strutures in its messages.
• to save bandwidth through the reation of really ompat messages.
This doument speies an eXtensible Binary Enoding (XBE32), a simple
binary enoding for network protools that arry hierarhial data. It pretends
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to be an intermediate way between XML and ASN.1. In spite this enoding has
already a Java implementation, we have seen neessary to make its orrespon-
dent implementation in C, due to the fat that this language is more extended
in the Unix/Linux platform and above all, among the open soure ommunity,
whih in our humble opinion is a very important soure for the development of
this tehnology.
1.2 Objetives
The main objetive of this work is to develop a library to enode/deode XBE32
messages in C language. This implementation will beome a library that has
to be simple, transparent and eient. The library had to work as the base for
any other network appliation that required to enode messages in XBE32.
Those were the oial objetives that must over the XBE32 implementation
desribed in this work. For the student responsible to arry out this task,
there are additional objetives. Among them the most important one was the
improvement of the ability to program in C language, but there were others
as the omprehension of a omplex protool and its posterior materialization,
the appliation of the engineering methods learned during the degree ourses,
the use of distributed programming tehniques, and the use and improvement of
Linux O.S and several utilities as ontrol version appliations, sienti language
proessors, et.
Finally, sine the goals for this work have been explained, it is time to
desribe the means used to perform the implementation, just as the implemen-
tation itself has been desribed. In spite it has not been an easy task to oneive
and to apture this library, the tehnology needed is not very sophistiated:
• A simple PC mahine apable to host:
 a g ompiler.
 a revision ontrol system (subversion).
 a simple text editor (gedit).
 a latex ompiler.
 a graphi appliation apable of reate UML diagrams (DIA).
 an Internet onnetion (Just to do researh).
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1.3 Doument ontents
The struture of this doument is the following:
In the present hapter, we present the problem we are trying to solve with this
work, and the objetives that we want to ahieve with the implementation. In
addition to that, some bakground about the means we have at our disposal to
perform the implementation is given.
After that, in the seond hapter, we present some of the other enoding
standards available in the market and we establish a omparison between them
in order to show whih are the points that are not overed by those alternatives
that make our solution neessary.
The third hapter is the speiation of the protool implemented in this
work. This hapter is inluded to give the users an overview of XBE32 and
make them apable of evaluate the way the implementation has been done.
The fourth hapter oers an explanation about the implementation. De-
sribes the system arhiteture and the funtions with some graphial means
and some examples to improve the reader understanding.
In the fth hapter we summarize the initial goals and hek if these have
been ahieved, look for the main diulties during the job, and reount the fu-
ture works opened by the realization of this implementation and the skills and
tehniques aquired with this work.
Finally, this writing ounts with a ouple of appendixes: Installation, whih
explains whih les must be installed and how install and/or reate them; and
the man pages whih onstitute the users' manual.
Chapter 2
STATE 0F THE ART:
ENCODING STANDARDS
2.1 The ompetitors
In the present time, XML is the most widely format to represent hierarhial
information, and sine this kind of information is the most popular in the ur-
rent omputer appliations, XML has beome the most extended format in the
moment.
Development of XML started in 1996 and it has been a W3C Reommen-
dation sine February 1998, whih may make us suspet that this is rather im-
mature tehnology. In fat, the tehnology is not very new. Before XML there
was SGML, developed in the early '80s, an ISO standard sine 1986, and widely
used for large doumentation projets. The development of HTML started in
1990. The designers of XML simply took the best parts of SGML, guided by
the experiene with HTML, and produed something that is no less powerful
than SGML, and vastly more regular and simple to use. In addition to this,
XML allows protools to be extensible, and eases development and debugging,
but XML presents a great problem for distributed appliations: it requires more
bandwidth and proessing than the expression of its information in/on binary
data.
Over the past deade, XML has beome the preferred enoding system of the
major IT and business ompanies. It has reeived an enormous support from
these, and this is the reason why it has beome the most important enoding
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language nowadays. It has been adopted by the great majority of Universities,
and thus there is no single IT or Information siene student who does not
use it for at least a ouple of projets. Its simpliity and its ease to deploy
any hierarhial sheme have been its most valuable attributes to make from
XML the standard enoding for any organization. On the other hand, we must
remember that though XML is full of advantages, it is very diult for just one
tehnology to full the goals of every user at every moment. XML onsumes a
lot of bandwidth and it is not suitable for small protools whih main goal is
speed.
Sine many users do not bother to hek if one tehnology is the best for
their appliations (they take for granted that the most trendy always must be
applied), some researhers have seen as something important to produe an
study about XML and its suitability respet another old enoding standard,
ASN.1. A fragment of this study [9℄, by Jose Angel Mart' inez Usero and Elsa
Palaios Ramos, below in order to summarise the advantages and disadvantages
of both standards:
ASN.1 is designed to desribe the struture and syntax of trans-
mitted information ontent. ASN.1 provides the denition of the
abstrat syntax of a data element (or data type). The abstrat syn-
tax desribes the syntatial struture and typed ontents of data
that are subsequently to be transmitted aross some medium. The
language is based rmly on the priniples of type and value, with
a type being a (non-empty) set of values. The type denes what
values an subsequently be sent at runtime, and the value is what is
atually onveyed aross the medium at runtime.
ASN.1 values are enoded before transmission using one of a
number of dierent enoding mehanisms suh as the Basi Enoding
Rules (BER), the Distinguished Enoding Rules (DER), the Paked
Enoding Rules (PER) [10℄ (ASN.1 enoding rules: Speiation of
Basi Enoding Rules (BER), Canonial Enoding Rules (CER) and
Distinguished Enoding Rules (DER)) or the reently introdued
XML Enoding Rules (XER) [11℄(Information tehnology ASN.1
enoding rules:XML Enoding Rules). The enoding rules speify
how the values of the abstrat data types are onverted into byte
strings ready for transfer. The reipient must usually be aware of the
type denition before reeipt, as this is not transferred but must be
inferred from the ontext in whih the message exhange takes plae.
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The Basi Enoding Rules are very eient and reate Type, Length,
Value (TLV) byte streams, so that the reipient, upon reading the
length eld, knows how many data bytes the value omprises. PER
is even more eient than BER, and is not based on TLV streams,
so even greater optimisation an result. For example, PER never
enodes the length of the value, unless it has to. If something has a
xed length, then the length eld is not enoded.
During the transmission the ASN.1 data stream is never in a
form readable by human operators (exept when XER is used). Only
when it has been transformed into some loal data display format,
prior to enoding or after deoding, an it be easily read by humans.
In its behalf, it must be said that a lot of enoding rules an be used,
as it has been said before. Among them, the XML enoding rules.
But as a great inonveniene, we found that its binary enoding is
rather omplex and it must take several stages: ASN.1 enoding
itself, and after that, the appliation of the seleted enoding rules
(PER, XER, BER or XML).
XML is a set of rules that allows data values to be enoded in
text format. XML is a subset of the Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML), but is also innitely extensible. XML douments
ontain the information for transmission and onsist of markup (whih
orresponds roughly to the tag and length parts in BER TLV
enoding) and harater data (whih orresponds roughly to the
value part in BER TLV enoding). Constraints an be imposed on
the XML doument struture with the provision of Doument Type
Denitions (DTD's) or XML Shemas. These desribe the allowed
markups that a onformant XML doument an ontain.
One an see immediately that XML is very verbose, and onse-
quently reates large data streams. XML is transferred in textual
format with no binary enodings or ompression. Furthermore, the
reipient has to examine every byte reeived in order to determine
the end of a data value. However, XML goes through no transforma-
tions and remains in a onstant human readable format throughout
the proess.
In some sense it an be said that DTD'os/shemas map to the ab-
strat syntax type denitions within ASN.1 and the XML douments
map to the ASN.1 enoded byte streams. There are a few major dif-
ferenes between ASN.1 and XML/DTDs, with XML/DTDs laking
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any onept of data type and ASN.1 being rih in built-in data types
and supporting user-dened data types. Also, XML is very verbose,
unlike ASN.1 enoding rules (exept XER) that have been designed
for optimal performane rather than human readability. However,
from an appliation programmer'os perspetive, XML is easier to de-
bug sine the data stream an be read without any speial software
tools. Trying to read an ASN.1 BER or PER byte stream is very
omplex, but a number of free tools do exist to display ASN.1 data
in its original soure form e.g. dumpasn1. In addition, the XML 1.0
speiation is a lot newer, simpler and easier to understand than
the ASN.1 doumentation, whih has gone through several iterations
and therefore ontains many more sophistiated features.
In many environments XML is a preferred way of enoding busi-
ness transations, sine the messages are readily viewable by web
browsers. If these environments involve simple XML messages, with-
out digital signatures, then XML performs adequately and the bene-
ts of XML an be realised. In fat we have found that simple XML
message reation is more eient than reating an equivalent ASN.1
byte stream. For ritial real time systems where digital signing of
omplex data strutures is required, and where performane is a key
suess fator, suh as an eletroni presribing system for example,
it has been shown that signed omplex XML messages an be up to
a 1000% slower to deode than an equivalent ASN.1 message.
XML is easy to manipulate and easy to understand, all fators
whih make it attrative to both senior management and develop-
ers. However, the key to many IT projet failures has been the
inability to pereive the needs of the end users, and performane
is one of them. Some believe that in a real time system dealing in
multiple transations a seond and requiring strong authentiation
through digital signatures, XML formatting is not a good protool to
hoose. This might ultimately result in user dissatisfation and per-
haps even total system failure. Sine end users are aware of system
performane and not of the underlying data enoding mehanisms,
we believe that performane gures are an important fator in sys-
tem design. In several soures, it has been shown that with digitally
signed messages ASN.1 an signiantly outperform XML by over
an order of magnitude.
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2.2 Justifying the existene of XBE32
Despite XML is the most widely protool used to enode data in Internet ap-
pliations, as we have seen in the previous setion, the performane of the men-
tioned protool is not as good as it should be, at least in ertain senarios.
This is the main reason of the existene of XBE32. This protool has been
reated in order to solve the problems raised by XML (bandwidth and proess-
ing).
Some of the harateristis that make XBE32 a better enoding system than
XML are the following:
• XBE32 Elements are serialized inside TLV strutures whih are 32-bit
aligned to ease the parsing proess. As data is learly delimited, XBE32
does not require to esape haraters as XML does, thus it also failitates
message reation.
• XBE32 TLVs have a 2-otets long Type and Length elds. Therefore,
XBE32 is well suited for simple protools with short messages and a small
set of identiers. However, in order to be extensible, XBE32 Elements may
also have variable-length names or longer binary identiers. Moreover,
XBE32 may support TLVs with an unspeied length in order to enode
big messages, and to start sending a message before its total length is
known. There are two kinds of XBE32 Elements: Attribute Elements
whih arry primitive data values, and Complex Elements whih are not
able to arry data by themselves but ontain other Attributes and/or other
Complex Elements.
• In order to be employed by modern programming languages, XBE32 make
use of ommon primitive data types for its Attribute Elements, suh as
Strings, Booleans, Integers, Floats, as well as Arrays. Other data types
an be enoded using the dierent binary Opaque value types dened by
XBE32.
One this point has been reahed, an inspired reader ould get to the onlu-
sion that, if some reent studies have shown that ASN.1 ould be the solution
to the problems that XML raises, XBE32 has no reason to exist. Well, that is
not that simple sine there are several reasons that advises the use of XBE32
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over ASN.1, the main one is simpliity, but we are going to enumerate others in
the following list:
• ASN.1 data proessing is further muh omplex than XBE32. Data is rst
enoded in the ASN.1 language, and after that, it is neessary to apply
the mehanisms that onverts the data following the PER, BER or XER
enoding rules. XBE32 is an atomi enoding system that does not need
of another mehanism or tools to enode the data, making the proess
quiker and easier to follow to the user.
• ASN.1 BER enoding is quite similar to XBE32 sine it also employs
TLVs. However ASN.1 BER is a lot more omplex than XBE32 sine
its nal objetive is reduing bandwidth osts, not proessing ones. For
instane BER TLVs have variable length elds, and are byte-aligned. On
the other hand XBE32 employs 32-bit aligned TLVs with xed-length
elds that greatly eases the parsing proess. Moreover ASN.1 is a general
enoding syntax not foused in a single domain of appliation but many.
For instane it has 30 data-types and deals with globally unique OID
identiers, whereas XBE32 has been designed for simple protools with a
small set of identiers and data-types.
Chapter 3
XBE32 SPECIFICATION
This hapter ontains the full speiation of the XBE32 enoding, the last
version of the draft [1℄ written by Manuel Ureña Pasual and David Larrabeiti.
Nowadays, the most popular format to represent hierarhial
strutured information is the eXtensible Markup Language (XML),
and it has been employed by multiple network protools and appli-
ations. Although its textual representation allows protools to be
extensible and eases development and debugging, it ould require
more bandwidth and proessing than a binary ounterpart.
The eXtensible Binary Enoding (XBE32), a simple binary en-
oding for network protools that arry hierarhial data. XBE32 El-
ements are serialized inside TLV strutures whih are 32-bit aligned
to ease the parsing proess. As data is learly delimited, XBE32
does not require to esape haraters as XML does, thus it also eases
message reation. The nal goal of this enoding is to be used by
appliations whih need to redue the bandwidth of the information
sent and without great ompliations in the enoding proess.
XBE32 TLVs have a 2-otets long Type and Length elds. There-
fore, XBE32 is well suited for simple protools with short messages
and a small set of identiers. However, in order to be extensible,
XBE32 Elements may also have variable-length names or longer
binary identiers. Moreover, XBE32 may support TLVs with an
unspeied length in order to enode big messages, and to start
sending a message before its total length is known.
There are two kinds of XBE32 Elements: Attribute Elements
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Figure 3.1: Format of a XBE32 TLV
whih arry primitive data values, and Complex Elements whih
are not able to arry data by themselves but ontain other Attributes
and/or other Complex Elements.
In order to be used by modern programming languages, XBE32
employs ommon primitive data types for its Attribute Elements,
suh as Strings, Booleans, Integers, Floats, as well as Arrays. Other
data types an be enoded using the dierent binary Opaque value
types dened by XBE32.
The design of XBE32 has been oneived to intertwine two dif-
ferent layers. The rst one will be responsible to handle the atomi
parts of the language; the TLVs. The seond layer will handle the
elements; this elements are always omposed by one or more of the
latter.
Now, in the next setions we are going to introdue the dierent
omponents of the protool just in order to make more omprehen-
sible the explanation about the way we have implemented it.
3.1 TLV format
A TLV (abbreviation of Type Length Value) is, as its name points
out, a set omposed by the type, length and value of the item we
are trying to represent. Is the smallest item in the protool, and
the one from the others are made of. XBE32 Elements are enoded
inside Type-Length-Value (TLV) strutures, that MUST be aligned
to 4-otet words. XBE32 TLVs ould be: Simple TLVs if they
arry primitive data values, or Complex ones if they ontain other
TLVs. The struture of a TLV is as gure 3.1 illustrates.
Type (16 bits):
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This eld desribes the proessing rules, TLV struture and what
kind of data is arried inside the Values eld. The Type eld has
the internal struture shown in gure 3.2:
Figure 3.2: Disseted TLV type
C and E bits (1 bit eah):
These two bits speify the measures that must be taken if the
XBE32 proessing entity does not reognize this Type value:
C - Continue Proessing:
0 - Disard this mandatory TLV and stop proessing TLVs left
1 - Skip this optional TLV and ontinue proessing next TLV
E - Notify Error:
0 - Do not report to the sender that this Type is unknown.
1 - Report to the sender that this Type is unknown.
Meta (6 bits):
This subeld desribes the internal struture of the TLV's Values
eld, as well as the type of the primitive data it ontains 3.3:
Subtype (8 bits):
This subeld identies the semanti meaning of this TLV and/or
the data arried inside its Values eld. Therefore, Subtype values
should be dened by the upper appliation/protool that is employ-
ing a XBE32 enoding. However, Subtype values 0x00 and 0xFF are
reserved for XBE32 use and SHOULD NOT be employed for other
purposes.
Length (16 bits):
This eld MUST be enoded as an unsigned binary number in
network byte order (a.k.a. Big Endian, i.e, the most signiant byte
rst). It speies the size in otets of the whole TLV struture,
exluding padding. Length SHOULD be always equal or greater
than 4 otets, that is, the length of the Type and Length elds. The
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Figure 3.3: Primitive TLV types
only exeption to this rule is a Complex TLV with a zero (0x0000)
length value, whose meaning is explained in the next subsetion.
Values and Padding (variable length):
The Values eld may ontain a single variable-length value, mul-
tiple xed-length values, or other TLVs, as dened by the Type and
Length elds. The Values eld may be empty, that is, have zero
otets. In that ase, the Length eld SHOULD be set to 4. In order
to properly align a non-empty Values eld to 4-otet words, up to 3
otets of padding spae MUST be added and lled with zeros (0x00)
in transmission, and they MUST be ignored in reeption.
Unspeied Length
In some irumstanes a message an not be delayed/stored and it
must start being sent before all the data to be enoded is available.
However, as a TLV header denes the total length of the struture, a
TLV-enoded message should not be sent until all its data beomes
available, or the total length an be inferred somehow.
For that reason, XBE32 parsers MAY allow a Complex TLV (i.e.
ontaining other TLVs) to have an unspeied length. In that ase,
the last of the inner TLVs MUST be an End-of-data TLV to mark its
ending. This unspeied length is indiated by setting the Length
eld of a Complex TLV to zero (0x0000).
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Figure 3.4: TLV signaling an End-of-data
End-of-data TLVs (gure above) have the Type eld set to zero
(0x0000) and a xed Length of 4 otets, thus they MUST NOT
inlude a Values eld.
This optional mehanism allows XBE32 to enode Complex TLVs
of arbitrary length. However, only Complex TLVs may have an
unspeied length. The Values eld of a Simple TLV ontaining
primitive data Values MUST NOT be longer than 65532 otets.
3.2 XBE32 TLVs
One we have dened a simple TLV, it is possible to desribe the
role that plays in the whole XBE32 enoding system. This setion
speies all the possible TLV strutures and data types allowed in
XBE32. All TLVs share the ommon format for the Type and Length
elds dened in the previous setion, but the TLV showed before
must be enrihed to fulll the needs of the enoding protool. The
main dierene between XBE32 TLVs is the inner struture of their
Values elds and the type of the primitive data they ontain, as
dened by the Meta part of the TLV's Type eld.
Complex TLVs with inner TLVs
Figure 3.5 represents a Complex TLV ontaining multiple inner
TLVs. If the Length is unspeied (i.e. zero), the Complex TLV
MUST end with a 4-otet End-of-data TLV. Otherwise, if the Length
of a Complex TLV is non-zero, it MUST NOT ontain any End-of-
data TLVs.
As XBE32 TLVs must be aligned to 4-otet words, all Complex
TLV will be also aligned to 4-otet words. Therefore, padding MUST
NOT be added, and the Length eld SHOULD speify the size of
the whole Complex TLV, inluding the length of all the inner TLVs
it ontains.
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Figure 3.5: Complex TLVs with inner TLVs
However, as some of the inner TLVs Values may be padded, the
Length of a Complex TLV SHOULD NOT be alulated as 4 plus
the sum of the Length elds of all its inner TLVs, as these elds may
not inlude their padding otets.
Simple TLV with one variable-length Value
Figure 3.6 represents a Simple TLV ontaining a single variable-
length Value:
Figure 3.6: Example of simple TLV with one variable-length value
The Length eld MUST speify the size of the Type and Length
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elds, plus the length of the enoded Value measured in otets. If
the Value is not aligned to 4-otet words, padding MUST be added.
In that ase, the Length eld does not dene the size of the whole
TLV struture, but its total length without the padding otets
Simple TLVs with 1-Otet Values
Figure 3.7 represents a Simple TLV ontaining N, 1-otet Values:
Figure 3.7: Example of simple TLVs with 1-Otet Values
The Length eld MUST speify the size of the Type and Length
elds, plus the number of 1-otet Values, if any. If the number of
Values is not a multiple of 4, up to 3 padding otets MUST be added.
In that ase, the Length eld does not dene the size of the whole
TLV struture, but its total length without the padding otets.
Simple TLV with 2-Otets Values
Figure 3.8 represents a Simple TLV ontaining N, 2-otets Values:
Figure 3.8: Example of simple TLV with 2-Otets Values
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The Length eld MUST speify the size of the Type and Length
elds, plus the number of 2-otet values, if any, multiplied by two.
If the number of Values is not a multiple of 2, two padding otets
MUST be added. In that ase, the Length eld does not dene the
size of the whole TLV struture, but its total length without the
padding otets.
Simple TLVs with 4-Otets Values
Figure 3.9 represents a Simple TLV ontaining N, 4-otets Values.
As these TLVs are always aligned to 4-otet words, the Length eld
Figure 3.9: Example of simple TLV with 4-Otets Values
MUST speify the size of the whole TLV, and padding otets MUST
NOT be added.
Simple TLVs with 8-Otets Values
As these TLVs are always aligned to 4-otet words, the Length eld
MUST speify the size of the whole TLV, and padding otets MUST
NOT be added.
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Figure 3.10 represents a Simple TLV ontaining N, 8-otets Val-
ues:
Figure 3.10: Example of simple TLV with 8-Otets Values
Simple TLVs with 12-Otets Values
Figure 3.11 represents a Simple TLV ontaining N, 12-otet Values:
Figure 3.11: Simple TLVs with 12-Otets Values
As these TLVs are always aligned to 4-otet words, the Length
eld MUST speify the size of the whole TLV, and padding otets
MUST NOT be added.
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Simple TLVs with 16-Otets Values
Figure 3.12 represents a Simple TLV ontaining N, 16-otet Values:
Figure 3.12: Example of simple TLV with 16-Otets Values
As these TLVs are always aligned to 4-otet words, the Length
eld MUST speify the size of the whole TLV, and padding otets
MUST NOT be added.
Opaque TLV Values
An Opaque Value is a sequene of otets that SHOULD NOT be
proessed by a XBE32 parsing entity, but just be delivered to the
upper layer.
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The Meta values reserved for Simple XBE32 TLVs arrying Opaque
Values are represented in the table showed in gure below.
Figure 3.13: Opaque TLV types
String TLV Value
String Values MUST be enoded using UTF-8.
The Meta value reserved for Simple XBE32 TLVs arrying a sin-
gle String Value is shown in the next gure:
Figure 3.14: String TLV types
Boolean TLV Values
Eah Boolean Value is enoded with a single otet. A "False" Value
is serialized as 0x00, while "True" is enoded as 0xFF. Other values
than 0x00 or 0xFF MUST NOT appear as boolean-enoded values.
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The Meta value reserved for Simple XBE32 TLVs arrying mul-
tiple Boolean Values is shown in the next table:
Figure 3.15: Boolean TLV types
Integer TLV Values
Integer Values are signed and MUST be enoded as a two's omple-
ment binary number in network byte order (a.k.a. Big Endian, i.e.,
the most signiant byte rst).
The Meta values reserved for Simple XBE32 TLVs arrying mul-
tiple Integer Values are shown in the table:
Figure 3.16: Integer TLV types
Floating point TLV Values
Floating point Values MUST be enoded as speied in [3℄.
The Meta values reserved for Simple XBE32 TLVs arrying mul-
tiple Floating Point Values are shown in this gure:
Figure 3.17: Floating TLV types
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3.3 XBE32 Elements
Hierarhial data an be represented as a tree, where eah node has
an identier. The leaf nodes of the tree are the only ones whih are
able to arry primitive data values. In XBE32 the nodes of the tree
are known as Elements. Eah XBE32 Element has an identier,
that ould be a binary one or a human-readable name.
There are two kinds of Elements in XBE32, depending on whether
they arry primitive data or not: Attribute Elements are the leafs
of the tree and arry zero or more Values of a given data type.Complex
Elements on the other hand, annot arry primitive data, but they
are the parents of other XBE32 Elements, that ould be Attribute
Elements or other Complex Elements themselves.
Furthermore, the so-alled Compat Elements are enoded in-
side a single XBE32 TLV, while the optional Extensible Elements
require two or more TLVs in order to arry their Extensible Names
or Identiers. Moreover, Complex Elements are enoded using Com-
plex XBE32 TLVs, whereas Attribute Elements employ Simple XBE32
TLVs.
Compat Elements
As most network protools only employ a small set of elements to
build their messages, they ould be easily enoded with XBE32 by
just using Compat Elements, that are enoded with a single TLV
and are identied by its binary 16-bit Type eld.
Eah appliation/protool using XBE32 may dene its own set of
Type values, unless they have been reserved in the base speiation
of XBE32. Therefore Compat Elements SHOULD employ only the
following TLV Meta and Subtype values (with any ombination of
C and E bits). See gure 3.18.
Figure 3.18: TLV Meta and Subtype table
Compat Attribute Elements MUST employ an appropriate Meta
value aording to the type of the primitive data arried in their TLV
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Values eld, as dened in the previous setion of this doument. For
example, an Attribute Element arrying zero or more 32-bit Integer
Values may be enoded with one Simple TLV whose Type value is
in the 0x2D01-0x2DFE range, with the C and E bits set aordingly
to the desired proessing rules.
Extensible Elements: Extensible Names and Identiers
The above mehanism allows a ompat representation of binary
data and is suitable for the initial denition of the mandatory oper-
ations and optional parameters of a simple network protool. How-
ever, a 2-otet Type eld may not be enough for truly extensible
protools, as it ould be a namespae too small for vendor exten-
sions, experimental operations, or future versions of the protool.
In order to ope with this limitation, XBE32 implementations
MAY also support Extensible Elements. These optional XBE32 El-
ements are enoded employing multiple TLVs, that are stored inside
a XBE32 Complex TLV with a reserved Type value depending on
whether the Extensible Element is an Attribute or a Complex one
(see gure 3.19).
Figure 3.19: Extensible omplex and attributes TLV
Note that C and E bits may have any value, thus, four dier-
ent Extensible Complex Element TLVs, and other four Extensible
Attribute Element TLVs are dened. For instane, an optional Ex-
tensible Attribute Element, that should be notied if unknown, must
be enoded inside an Extensible TLV with a 0xDF00 Type value.
Eah XBE32 Extensible Element MUST have an identier, that
an be a single 4-otet opaque value alled Extensible Identier, or
a non-empty UTF-8 string alled Extensible Name. The identier
of an Extensible Element MUST be inluded inside the rst inner
TLV of the Complex TLV whih enodes the Extensible Element.
XBE32 has reserved two Simple TLVs to arry Extensible Names
and Identiers. See next gure:
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Figure 3.20: Extensible TLV names and identiers
Although the Type eld of the upper Extensible TLV does not
identify the Extensible Element by itself, its C and E bits are fully
meaningful, and MUST speify what measures must be taken if a
XBE32 proessing entity does not reognize the Extensible Name
or Identier of this Extensible Element, or it just does not support
Extensible Elements at all.
Extensible Complex Elements
An Extensible Complex Element is enoded inside an Extensible
Complex TLV (Meta=0x1F Subtype=0xFF), that MUST ontain a
single Extensible Name TLV (Type=0x21FF) or Extensible Iden-
tier TLV (Type=0x2CFF) rst, followed by zero or more TLV-
enoded XBE32 Elements, that ould be Compat or Extensible
ones, Attributes or Complex ones, or any ombination of them. (See
gure 3.21)
The optional "unspeied" length mehanism, when applied to
an Extensible Complex TLV, may allow XBE32 proessing entities
to start enoding and sending partial Extensible Complex Elements
before all their sub-elements are known or their data is fully avail-
able.
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Figure 3.21: Extensible Complex Elements example
Extensible Attribute Elements
The struture of an Extensible Attribute Element is quite similar to
an Extensible Complex Element, as it is enoded inside a Extensible
Attribute TLV (Meta=0x1F Subtype=0x00), that MUST inlude
at least two TLVs: a single Extensible Name TLV (Type=0x21FF)
or Extensible Identier TLV (Type=0x2CFF) rst, followed by one
or more TLVs whih arry the Values of that Extensible Attribute.
(See gure 3.22)
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Figure 3.22: Extensible Attribute Elements example
XBE32 has reserved the Type values shown in gure 3.23 for the
Extensible Values TLVs.
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Figure 3.23: Disseted TLV type
If several Extensible Values TLVs are present, all of them MUST
have the same Type value, depending on the data type of the Ex-
tensible Attribute Element. It is RECOMMENDED to enode all
the Values of an Extensible Attribute in a single Extensible Val-
ues TLV, whenever it is possible. Nevertheless, a XBE32 proessing
entity SHOULD onatenate, keeping the reeived order, all the Val-
ues elds of all the Extensible Values TLVs forming an Extensible
Attribute Element. For instane, multiple Extensible string Value
TLVs should be appended to form a single variable-length String
Value, whereas several Extensible int32 Values TLVs would generate
a single array of Integer Values.
The enoding of Extensible Attributes with multiple Extensible
Values TLVs, paired with the optional "unspeied" length meh-
anism, may allow XBE32 Extensible Attributes to arry a single
Value or a list of Values longer than the 65532 otets limit of Com-
pat Attributes.
Chapter 4
XBE32 DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
This hapter explains how the implementation and design of XBE32 has been
done. It shows the mehanisms and strutures used to develop it, and why some
design deisions have been taken.
As it an be seen in the previous hapter, XBE32 handles two dierent
onepts: Elements produed by the appliation and TLVs that enode suh
informations. Therefore it seems immediate, that the implementation of the
enoding system follows a two tier software arhiteture, in whih the rst layer
is the one orresponding to the proessing of the TLVs, and the seond one is in
harge of managing elements in the XBE32 enoding language. This two layer
appliation has its lower layer in the TLV proessing layer, while, the upper
layer, the element proessor, takes advantage of the rst.
In addition to these dierent global funtionalities, we have deided that is
important to implement a way to dene all the dierent element types employed
by the user, so another funtionality has been added in order to manage a
ditionary. Obviously the use of this omponent is optional, sine the goal of
this whole projet was to build a library for enoding XBE32, and the last
omponent is just an item to make the user life easier.
Despite the two layers have their funtionalities very delimited, the main
operations in both of them remain the same: write and read (whatever TLVs
or elements). In the rst ase, it is neessary to put and nd the limits of any
TLV, hek the types of eah one, and to know where we must stop proessing
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APPLICATION
ELEMENT LAYER
TLV LAYER
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Figure 4.1: Library struture
them. For the elements the proeedings are done in dierent way, but the goals
are the same: write whole items and retrieve them without error. Therefore
eah one of the layers of the appliation an be split in two: The writer and the
reader.
As any C Library this XBE32 library is just a set of funtions that imple-
ment some part of the enoding/deoding proess. Sine both proesses require
several steps, it is neessary to mantain some state. Therefore, instead of relay-
ing on global variables that would allow just a single enoding/deoding ow
per proess, the state has been stored inside opaque strutures that are passed
to all XBE32 library funtions. From the user's point of view, these strutures
model the XBE32 enoding/deoding proess.
4.1 TLV layer
This layer handles the serialization of data on TLVs, and the parsing of simple
and omplex TLVs, inluding the ones with unspeied length that are losed
with an End-of-TLV.
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The writer: Building a TLV
To build the TLV a struture in whih all the neessary items to write the TLV
are present has been thought up. It is oriented to handle the writing in dierent
buers if needed, an have an aount of the open TLVs. In addition to that, it
handles the delivery of error messages. This struture is the writer itself, and it
is dened as follows:
strut xbe32_tlv_writer {
unsigned har* buffer_start;
unsigned har* buffer_end;
unsigned har* buffer_ptr;
writer_stak_t * open_tlvs;
unsigned long bytes_ounter;
int num_end_of_tlv;
har * error_msg;
int error_ode;
};
Three dierent members to handle the buer;
buer_start: points the start of the urrent buer. buer_end: points the end
of the urrent buer. buer_ptr: points to the next byte to be written in the
buer.
Two members to trak the open TLVs sine the total length of a omplex
TLV is unknown until all its inner TLVs have been written. Only then the
length of the omplex TLV an be lled. If the buer is ushed before the TLV
length an be determined, the TLV has a zero length whih means that the
appropriate number of End-of-TLV must be inserted;
open_tlvs: a pointer to a stak whih saves the open TLVs. num_end_of_tlv:
saves the number of open TLVs in ase a hange of the buer takes plae.
Three members of general purpose;
bytes_ounter: ounts the number of bytes that have been written during the
proess until the urrent moment. error_ode: arries the last error ode. In
ase there is none, is set to 0. error_msg: in ase the error_ode member has
a valid ode, this member arries the written notiation to that error.
The appliation has been strutured in layers in order to ahieve trans-
pareny, so the writer. To take fully advantage of the writer, it is neessary to
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aess it through primitives. These primitives are explained below.
• xbe32_tlv_writer_t * xbe32_tlv_reateWriter ( unsigned har * buf, int
len ): reates and initiates the writer. It alloates memory for the writer
struture whih will perform the task of writing the enoded message
through its buers. It assoiates a buer to the writer; sets the dierent
pointers to its orrespondent loations, buer_start and buer_ptr point
to the start of the newly assign buer; makes buer_end points to the
last byte of the buer (by adding to the buer_start the _length of the
buer) allowing the upper appliation to know how far it an write. Sets
the null values to the other variables. It returns the initialized buer.
• void xbe32_tlv_setWriterBuer ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer, unsigned
har * buf, int len ): hanges the buer in ase the previous one is disarded
(beause it is full or any other reason). To do that, it is neessary to set
the pointers in the orresponding plaes. buer_start and buer_ptr
must point to the begin of the buer; buer_end again is alulated as
the adding of the length of the new buer to buer_start. The rest of the
members of the writer not need to be initialized.
• int xbe32_tlv_ush ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer ): saves the number
of open TLV in the member num_end_of_tlv. Sine in this funtion not
a single byte is written the returned value is 0.
• void xbe32_tlv_destroyWriter ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer ): frees the
memory alloated for the writer.
• int xbe32_tlv_openTLV ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer, uint16_t type
): writes the header of a omplex TLV. The writer and the type of the
TLV to write are passed as arguments. One the funtion has heked if
there is spae available to do the writing, the type is written in Internet
byte order, as the length is unknown for the moment, it is set to 0 (oded
in Internet order as well). Writer member buer_ptr advanes the size of
the bytes written. This number of bytes are returned by the funtion.
• int xbe32_tlv_writeTLV ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer, uint16_t type,
void * vals, int vals_size ): writes the payload of the TLV. First heks
if there is enough spae available, if not propagates an error. If there is
spae available, heks the type of the TLV and writes it in the proper way
depending on the type. One this has been made, buer_ptr advanes the
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total length of the payload (inluding the padding), and the total number
of bytes written during the funtion is returned.
• int xbe32_tlv_loseTLV ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer ): loses the last
open TLV (This is just applied to omplex ones). To do that, takes the
rst TLV saved on the stak, and, if the stak is not empty, or if the
num_end_of_tlv member is not 0, it writes the length of the TLV in the
orresponding eld or an end-of-data TLV, indiating that is the end of a
TLV of unspeied length.
The rst three funtions, are in harge of handling the writer struture. To
initiate the writer struture members, alloate and free the memory. The last
four handle the writing of the TLVs. The rst of them, xbe32_tlv_openTLV,
reates the header for omplex TLV. The omplement to that funtion is xbe32_tlv_loseTLV
that is in harge of losing open omplex TLVs. To write simple TLVs, xbe32_tlv_writeTLV
is used, and xbe32_tlv_ush is used to manage the open TLVs in ase there is
a hange of buer (in ase the buer is hanged, the pointers are of no use).
The reader: Proessing a TLV
This layer is not supposed to return nothing valuable for the nal user sine it
returns not whole elements that the user an understand but TLVs. In spite
of this, perhaps an be of some interest to explain how this TLV must to be
interpreted. This layer just return TLV to the next one. The TLV returned
an be whole TLVs, so to speak, a TLV with a header and some ontents, or it
an return the header of a omplex TLV. In the last ase, this TLV signals the
start of a omplex TLV whih in the layer above an be translated as a omplex
element or even an extensible element.
As the appliation must be able to write a TLV, it must be able to deipher
it too one this is written. Just to do this, the reader struture (parser) has
been reated, it is the mean to read the TLVs one these have been oded. The
reader struture is dened as follows:
strut xbe32_tlv_parser{
unsigned har* buffer_start;
unsigned har* buffer_end;
unsigned har * parser_ptr;
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unsigned long bytes_ounter;
parser_stak_t * open_tlvs;
har * error_msg;
int error_ode;
};
As in the struture of the writer, three dierent members handle the buer;
buer_start: points to the start of the urrent buer.
buer_end: points to the end of the urrent buer.
parser_ptr: points to the next byte to be read in the buer.
Three members of general purpose;
bytes_ounter: keeps trak of the bytes read from the buer until the moment.
error_ode: arries the last reading error ode. In ase there is none, is set to
0. error_msg: in ase the error_ode member has a valid ode, this member
arries the written notiation to that error.
One member to proess the open TLVs;
open_tlvs: a pointer to a stak whih saves the open TLVs. With this pointer
the appliation knows when the omplex TLV is losed and thus when to nish
the reading. It is also required to remember the TLV that a n End-of-TLV is
losing.
Again, as with the writer, the parser is aessed only through primitives
to ahieve the goal of transpareny. The funtions reated to do this are the
following:
• xbe32_tlv_parser_t * xbe32_tlv_reateParser ( unsigned har * buf, int
len ): Initializes and reates the parser struture. With this struture the
library will be able to deode the XML messages.
It assoiates a buer to the parser; sets the dierent pointers to its orre-
spondent loations, buer_start and parser_ptr point to the start of the
newly assign buer, makes buer_end points to the last byte of the buer
(by adding to the buer_start the length of the buer) allowing the upper
appliation to know the point to nish the reading. Sets the null values
to the other variables. It returns the initialized buer.
• void xbe32_tlv_setParserBuer ( xbe32_tlv_parser_t * parser, unsigned
har * buf, int len ): With this funtion, the appliation hanges the buer
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whih is urrently being read. In the ase there is a hange of buer, this
funtion allows the appliation to hange the buer to read in ase the
last one is ended and it is neessary to ontinue reading another one.
• void xbe32_tlv_destroyParser ( xbe32_tlv_parser_t * parser ): This
funtion erases the parser struture. To do it, it frees the memory alloated
for the parser.
• uint16_t xbe32_tlv_getType ( xbe32_tlv_t * tlv ): It takes the urrently
proessed TLV and returns its type. This type is useful to proess the TLV
(it allows to know if it is a omplex TLV or a simple one, end if it is simple,
the type of the data inside the TLV).
• uint16_t xbe32_tlv_getLength ( xbe32_tlv_t * tlv ): Returns the length
of the urrent TLV. This length is the one orrespondent to the length of
the TLV inluding the header, payload of the TLV, but not the padding.
• bool xbe32_tlv_getContinueFlag ( uint16_t type ): Indiates to the ap-
pliation if the proessing must ontinue or not in ase an error ours. It
returns a boolean ag indiating if the upper appliation must ontinue
the proessing in ase there is a failure.
• bool xbe32_tlv_getErrorFlag ( uint16_t type ): Indiates to the applia-
tion if there must be a notiation of an error on the message. It returns a
boolean ag indiating to the upper appliation whether an error message
should be sent bak to the soure.
• uint16_t xbe32_tlv_getMeta ( uint16_t type ): It takes the proper type
of the TLV. This is, the type without the error and the ontinue ag.
• bool xbe32_tlv_isComplex ( uint16_t type ): Gives the user information
about the nature of the TLV. Returns a boolean value whih indiates
that urrent TLV is a omplex one.
• int xbe32_tlv_getNumValues ( xbe32_tlv_t * tlv ): This funtion returns
an integer that returns the number of basi values (e.g Floats, Integers,
Strings...) presents in the TLV.
• int xbe32_tlv_getValuesLength(int length): This funtion returns an in-
teger indiating the length of the payload of the TLV.
• unsigned har * xbe32_tlv_getValues ( xbe32_tlv_t * tlv ): This fun-
tion returns a pointer to the values stored inside the TLV.
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• bool xbe32_tlv_endOfBuer( xbe32_tlv_parser_t * parser ): Cheks if
the buer whih is being urrently read has reahed the end. Returns a
boolean value.
• int xbe32_tlv_paddedLength( int l ): This funtion returns the length of
the padding attahed to the payload.
• xbe32_tlv_t * xbe32_tlv_nextTLV ( xbe32_tlv_parser_t * parser, bool
* losed ): The most important funtion in the reader side. It orhestrates
the reading of the bytes on the buer and deides how many of them form
a TLV. One this has been done, the bytes orrespondent to the TLV are
stored in a TLV struture and passed to the upper layer.
The rst three funtions, are in harge of handling the parser itself. To initi-
ate the members and alloate and free the memory. The next handle the reading
of the TLVs. The rst funtions are in harge of handle aspets of the TLVs as
the length, type, payload, et. All these futions are applied to the last TLV
read by means of the nextTLV funtion. The last one, xbe32_tlv_nextTLV is
in harge to diret the other funtions in order to struture the TLV in ertain
variables to pass the information to the upper level.
One of the most relevant funtions in this library, in spite it is quite simple
in its implementation, is xbe32_tlv_openTLV, whih opens a omplex TLV.
Next we are going to show a owhart 4.2 that desribes the funtion:
• First, heks if there is enough spae in the buer to write the TLV's
header (just type and length).
• If there is enough spae it writes the type and sets the length to 0 (the
length up to this point is unknown). After that, it puts the writer pointer
four bytes forward (just the number of bytes that have been written).
• If there is not enough spae, it sets an error message in the error_message
member and its orresponding error ode in the error_ode member. Both
will be propagated depending on the values in 'e' and '' ags respetively.
• Finally, the appliation will return the number of written bytes.
One a omplex TLV has been open, the protool requieres it to be losed.
To do this, the appliation implements xbe32_tlv_loseTLV. The hart orre-
sponding to this funtion is showed in the gure 4.3:
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Figure 4.3: Closing of a omplex TLV
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• The funtion removes the last TLV from the stak.
• Cheks if the obtained TLV is NULL. If it is heks if the member of the
writer struture num_end_of_TLV is equal to 0. If num_end_of_TLV
is equal to 0, it sets an error message in the error_message member and its
orresponding error ode in the error_ode member. As in the previous
owhart, both will be propagated depending on the values in 'e' and ''
ags respetively.
 if num_end_of_TLV is not equal to 0, then the funtion writes an
End_of_TLV header indiating that the end of the last open omplex
TLV must be assumed.
• If the obtained TLV is not NULL, the funtion writes the orresponding
length in the omplex TLV's header.
As it has been said, xbe32_tlv_nextTLV is the most important funtion in
this layer. Figure 4.4 shows the owhart for the funtion.
Sine it is the most important for the TLV layer, we are going to proeed to
explain the steps that it follows through the Figure 4.4:
• First, it heks if the appliation has reahed the end of the buer. In this
ase, it is not possible to ontinue the parsing and the user has to take
are of hanging the buer, meanwhile, the funtion exits returning a null
value.
• In ase the buer end has not been reahed, next, the funtion heks
if the urrent point of the buer mathes up with the end of a omplex
TLV stored in the parser stak. In this ase, this means that a omplex
TLV has reahed its end in the previous xbe32_tlv_nextTLV iteration,
and thus, it must be losed. If this is the ase, the TLV variable takes the
value of the last item stored in the stak, through a pop funtion, and it
is returned. The funtion must use the isClosed funtion to know whether
the returned TLV is an old TLV being losed or a new one.
• The funtion will take the next TLV data to be proessed (this data whih
atually is written in the buer, will be stored in a TLV variable through
a asting operation). If the previous ase is negative, then, the funtion
heks if there is enough spae in the parser buer to proess the TLV.
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• Next, the funtion will hek if the taken TLV (asting) is a omplex one
(sine it has been heked that the urrent TLV is not being losed, this
omplex TLV must be about to be open). If it is, it will be stored in the
stak (to know that it must be losed in the future), and the ag saying
that it is not to be losed will be set to true.
• In ase the TLV is not a omplex one, the funtion will sort the values
in the TLV (in ase it is neessary beause the omputer byte order) and
will take the parser pointer just forward enough for the proessing of the
next data.
• The funtion will return the TLV.
4.2 XBE32 Element layer
The writer: Building an XBE32 element
One all the proesses related to TLV has been explained, it is time to go to a
layer above and talk about the elements. As with the TLV, the implementation
of the elements has been split in two dierent parts: one orresponding to the
writing of the elements, and other orresponding to the reading.
The writing proess for xbe32 elements is quite simple one the TLV prim-
itives for the writing have been dened. As in the previous layer, the elements
are proessed through a writer struture. This struture is the same as with the
TLV, but for this layer its type is renamed as xbe32_writer.
The primitives handling the writer struture are the following:
• xbe32_writer_t * xbe32_reateWriter ( unsigned har * buf, int len ):
This funtion reates a TLV writer (xbe32_tlv_writer_t) to the element
writer type (xbe32_writer_t), and returns an initialized writer variable
alling to xbe32_tlv_reateWriter.
• void xbe32_destroyWriter ( xbe32_writer_t * writer ): Dealloates the
memory belonging to the writer variable. It does it by alling to xbe32_tlv_destroyWriter
funtion.
• void xbe32_setWriterBuer ( xbe32_writer_t * writer, unsigned har *
buf, int len ): Changes the buer whih is being urrently written for
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another one one the rst has reahed its end. To do that, the funtion
alls to xbe32_tlv_setWriterBuer.
• void xbe32_ush ( xbe32_writer_t * writer ): Calls to xbe32_tlv_ush
in order dump the ontents to the upper appliation environment (empties
the buer dumping its ontents to be immediately proessed).
• int xbe32_openElement ( xbe32_writer_t * writer, uint16_t type ): Opens
a ompat XBE32 omplex element with the speied type (using xbe32_openTLV).
• int xbe32_writeAttr ( xbe32_writer_t * writer, uint16_t type, void *
vals, uint32_t length ): Writes a simple XBE32 attribute. To do that just
writes a single TLV (through xbe32_tlv_writeTLV funtion). In ase the
size of the TLV to write exeeds 65532 bytes, it returns an error message.
• int xbe32_loseElement ( xbe32_writer_t * writer ): Closes a ompat
XBE32 omplex element.
• int xbe32_openExtElement ( xbe32_writer_t * writer, uint32_t id, har
* name): Opens an extensible element. To do this, rst it is neessary
to open a omplex TLV whih will ontain the inner elements (through
xbe32_tlv_openTLV), and after that, to write an identier (a TLV on-
taining the ID for the item) for the extensible element, this identier an be
a name or a numeri identier (to write the identier xbe32_tlv_writeTLV
will be alled).
• int xbe32_writeExtAttr ( xbe32_writer_t * writer, uint32_t id, har
* name, int vals_type, void * vals, int length ): writes an extensible
attribute. To do that, rst opens the extensible attribute (alling to
xbe32_tlv_openTLV), seond identies the extensible element (it inserts
a TLV with the name or identier of the extensible attribute alling
to xbe32_tlv_writeTLV), third writes the attribute ontents (through
xbe32_tlv_writeTLV funtion) and nally, loses the extensible attribute
(by losing the TLV that ontains both the name and ontents of the
extensible attribute through xbe32_tlv_loseTLV).
• int xbe32_loseExtElement ( xbe32_writer_t * writer ): Close an om-
plex element that has been previously opened (by alling to xbe32_tlv_loseTLV).
It must be said that the implementation of xbe32_loseElement and xbe32_loseExtElement
is the same, but the latter has been inluded in the implementation for
symmetry reasons.
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The proess of writing elements with this library is simple
3
. It only onsists
on writing the primitives to write the dierent elements in a sequential way
whih desribes the order inside the elements that the user wishes to write.
The reader: Proessing a XBE32 element
The reading of XBE32 elements is a little bit more ompliated than the writing.
First of all, the struture needed to do all the proess is basially the same as in
the layer below, but replaing the TLV stak with a XBE32 Element stak. In
addition to that, it is neessary to delare a new struture where the items will
be stored. Both strutures are going to be explained in the next paragraph.
As it has been said before, a new struture has been reated in this layer to
return all the information that form the read elements. This struture is dened
as follows:
strut xbe32_elem {
har * name;
uint32_t id;
uint16_t flags;
int valuesType;
int valuesNum;
void * values;
};
The meaning of the elds are explained bellow;
name: represents the name of an extensible element (or attribute). If there is
no name, it is set to NULL.
id: represents the id of an element (no matter it is a ompat/extensible sim-
ple/omplex one).
ags: Contains the whole type of the element, in order to get later the meta
ags (ontinue and error).
valuesType: Contains the basi type of the element, without the meta ompo-
nent (ags ontinue and error).
valuesNum: Contains the number of values in the element.
values: A pointer to the ontent of the element.
3
See appendix B
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The basis of the parser struture is the one present in the layer below but
with an additional eld. This eld will be the stak, neessary to save all the
possible elements inside omplex elements. The struture of the stak is the
following:
strut xbe32_stak{
xbe32_elem_t * item;
xbe32_stak_t * next;
};
The meaning of these elds are;
item: represents the element whih needs to be saved in order to be part of a
bigger and more omplex element.
next: link to the next element present in the stak.
The whole reading proessing is arried out mainly by the xbe32_nextElement()
funtion. As in the lower layer, it is the funtion in harge of orhestrating the
other primitives to ompose the element orretly. Roughly, what this funtion
does is to take TLVs, and in ase the TLV is a omplex one (what means that
the element urrently proessed is omplex, or extensible) ask for more TLV to
get the attributes or elements that ompose the proessed element, if is not a
omplex TLV, that means that it is a simple element or a part of a omplex one,
so returns the values ontained in that TLV. The rest of the funtions delared
in the parser setion are funtions that performs tasks for xbe32_nextElement()
or funtions that handle the parser struture and its buer operations.
What the user will obtain of this layer are dierent elements. This elements
will ontain data (a whole element with its id/name and values), or just a
id for omplex elements. In the latter ase, the id/name are sent to indiate
the user that an item has been open and other elements are nested inside or
that an element is losing. Both ases an be dierentiated beause one of the
parameters in the funtion is a referene and, in ase this parameter is set to true
it means that the urrent element is losing. As an be seen, this manoeuvre
is quite similar to the one performed by xbe32_tlv_nextTLV() in the previous
layer.
The primitives to handle the parser and the whole proess of reading XBE32
elements are the next:
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• xbe32_parser_t * xbe32_reateParser ( unsigned har * buf, int len ):
Alloates memory for the parser struture and initializes it.
• void xbe32_setParserBuer ( xbe32_parser_t * parser, unsigned har *
buf, int len): Performs a hange of buer under user request.
• void xbe32_destroyParser ( xbe32_parser_t * parser): Dealloates the
memory of the parser under user request.
• xbe32_elem_t * xbe32_nextElement ( xbe32_parser_t * parser, bool *
losedElem ): Returns the next XBE32 element on the buer.
• bool xbe32_isExtensible ( uint16_t type ): Returns a boolean that in-
diates if the speied element is extensible or not. Takes the type as
parameter.
• int xbe32_getFlags ( xbe32_elem_t * elem ): Returns the meta ags of
the XBE32 element type. Takes as argument the element.
• int xbe32_getNumValues ( xbe32_elem_t * elem ): Returns the number
of values inside an XBE32 element. Takes as argument the element.
• int xbe32_getId ( xbe32_elem_t * elem ): Returns the Id of the an
XBE32 element whether this is extensible or not. Takes as argument the
element.
• har * xbe32_getName ( xbe32_elem_t * elem ): Returns the name of
an XBE32 element in ase it has one. Takes as argument the element.
• bool xbe32_isComplex ( xbe32_elem_t * elem ): Returns a boolean that
tells if the element is omplex or not. Takes as argument the element.
• int xbe32_getValuesType ( xbe32_elem_t * elem ): Returns the basi
type of the element. Takes as argument the element.
• xbe32_getValues: Returns a void pointer to the ontents of the XBE32
element. Takes as argument the element.
• void * xbe32_getNumValues ( xbe32_elem_t * elem ): Returns the num-
ber of values of a ertain type inside an XBE32 element. Takes as argu-
ment the element.
As with the lower layer, one funtion is in harge of orhestrate the rest (not
in the writer sine all the funtions must be diretly seleted by the user). With
this owhart, xbe32_nextElement will be explained:
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ess
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• First of all, the funtion takes the TLV provided by the lower layer (xbe32_nextTLV).
• After that, the funtion heks if the TLV with the possible ontents for
the element has a null value. In that ase, the item to be returned will be
set to NULL, and with its return the funtion nishes its exeution.
• If the TLV provided by the lower layer is not null, the funtion will hek
next if the TLV is signaling the losing of the element. In ase the latter
is true, a pop of the previous stored data for the element will be done, and
that data will be stored in an element variable that next will be returned
nishing the exeution of the funtion.
• If the TLV does not tell that the end of the element has ome, the next
heking the funtion will perform is about extensibility. If the TLV on-
tains a type saying that the element is extensible, the following steps are
to follow:
 In ase the TLV shows that the element is extensible, immediately,
the funtion takes another TLV from the lower layer.
 Cheks if the ontent of the TLV is an identier or a name, and in
both ases though through dierent proeedings, obtains them.
 After that, another TLV is taken from the lower level. This TLV is
supposed to have the values of the element, whih are taken.
 The previous steps are repeated many times as needed until all the
values in the extensible element are obtanied.
 One the extensible element is omplete, the element value is returned
and the funtion exited.
• In ase the element is not extensible, some of the data whih the TLV
(the one addressed in the third point) arries are related to identiation
harateristis suh as; type, id/name and ags. The next ation by the
funtion will be to store this harateristis in the element variable.
• Next, the funtion will nd out if the TLV is omplex or not. If it is
not the ase, the data from the TLV will be extrated and plaed into
the element variable, and with this data, the element will be returned,
nishing the funtion.
• If the TLV is a omplex one (its ontents are empty, but the eld tells
that a whole TLV whih represent physially the element is omposed by
more TLV), the element variable will be initialized, and through a push
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funtion the element will be stored awaiting for the rest of the omponents
in the stak. In addition to that, the element will be delivered to the lient
appliation in order the latter knows that an extensible element has been
opened. With this last ation, the funtion exists.
The ditionary: Giving sense to the elements
Finally to make the implementation of the protool, a third omplement must
be added by the upper funtion (the one suseptible to use XBE32 in its om-
muniation), that is the implementation of the ditionary. The ditionary is
needed to translate some of the omplex TLV to elements with a meaning to
the so alled upper appliation.
This omponent is omposed by several items that represent eah omplex
identier in the upper appliation namespae. To implement the ditionary
utility, a main struture has been reated to store the dierent words, this
struture will be the base of a dynami list (a node) and it is dened as follows:
strut xbe32_ditionary {
uint16_t type;
har * name;
xbe32_ditionary_t * next;
};
The meaning of the dierent les of the struture is the next;
type: it will ontain the type of the represented element.
name: it will ontain the name of the represented element.
next: it will ontain a pointer to the next XBE32 represented in the ditionary.
• xbe32_reate_item: Creates the node about to be inserted in the ditio-
nary. As parameters takes the name of the item and the type.
• xbe32_ditionary_loadDitionary: It is a funtion that reates a list
(whih will beome the ditionary) from a le. On that list it will be
all the words belonging to the namespae of the appliation that is going
to use the XBE32 library.
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• xbe32_ditionary_lookup: With this funtion it is possible to look up
any ID in the ditionary and return the orrespondent word.
• xbe32_ditionary_over: This funtion is implemented to failitate a
omplete list of words in the ditionary. It overs the list and shows
the items one by one.
• xbe32_ditionary_free: With this funtion, the memory alloated to re-
ate the ditionary is dealloated.
Despite a ditionary is not stritly part of the XBE32 library, it has been
deided to implement it in order to failitate the user the use of the library. It
is helpful beause the most part of the items has a reognizable name (more
human readable) and through the ditionary utility it is possible to retrieve it.
4.3 Usage examples
In this setion a ouple of examples of how the library works are going to be
inluded. In the rst one, the enoding in XBE32 of an XML ode example
proedent from the doument "Overview of the eXtensible Servie Disovery
Framework" [2℄:
<servie>
<id>8e9d7823-d5a-497-91d0-fb07ea03fb2</id>
<servieState>
<metaInfo>
<stateTimestamp>f85444f4eb</stateTimestamp>
</metaInfo>
<seletState>
<workload>0</workload>
</seletState>
</servieState>
<servieMainInfo>
<servieType>
<type>printer</type>
</servieType>
<alias>Alie's printer</alias>
<seletInfo>
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<poliies>Least Used (0x0002)</poliies>
<weight>14</weight>
</seletInfo>
<printer:olor>false</printer:olor>
<printer:duplex>true</printer:duplex>
</servieMainInfo>
<servieLoation>
<inet>
<ipv4Addrs>169.254.85.139</ipv4Addrs>
<ipv6Addrs>fe80::202:b3ff:fe3:da7a</ipv6Addrs>
</inet>
<protool>
<name>ipp</name>
<transPorts>tp/631, stp/631</transPorts>
</protool>
<protool>
<name>lpr</name>
<transPorts>tp/515, stp/515</transPorts>
</protool>
</servieLoation>
<servieAddInfo>
<model>Ame Laser Printer 2000</model>
<modelURL>http://www.ame.om/printers/lp200.html</modelURL>
</servieAddInfo>
</servie>
Enoding example
Following, the C ode orresponding to the appliation written to enode the
XML ode presented in the previous setion:
int main()
xbe32_ditionary_t * ditionary;
xbe32_ditionary_loadDitionary( "ditionary.txt", &ditionary );
//Delaring and loading the ditionary utility
xbe32_writer_t * writer = xbe32_reateWriter( buffer, 3500 );
//Creating the writer
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xbe32_openElement( writer, servie);
//Opens the main ompat XBE32 omplex element
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x3811, (void *) id, 16 );
//writes a simple XBE32 attribute
xbe32_openElement( writer, serviestate);
xbe32_openElement( writer, metainfo);
//Opens two ompat XBE32 omplex elements (serviestate and metainfo)
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x3101, (void *) &statetimestamp, 8 );
//writes a simple XBE32 attribute (statetimestamp)
xbe32_flush( writer );
//dumps the ontents of the buffer in whih it is being written to
the upper appliation (this)
xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //loses metainfo
//loses the last element whih has been open
xbe32_openElement( writer, seletstate);
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2E12, (void *) workload, 4);
xbe32_loseElement( writer );//seletstate
//opens one ompat XBE32 omplex element, seletstate. Writes a simple
XBE32 attribute, workload.
//And loses the last open ompat XBE32 omplex element, seletstate.
xbe32_loseElement( writer );//serviestate
//Closes the first ompat XBE32 omplex element pending in the stak
(the last one opened), serviestate.
xbe32_openExtElement( writer, serviemaininfo, NULL);
xbe32_openExtElement( writer, servietype, NULL);
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2112, (void *) type, 7 );
//Opens two extensible XBE32 omplex elements: serviemaininfo and servietype.
Writes a simple XBE32 attribute, type.
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xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //servietype
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2148, (void *) alias, 15 );
//Closes the last XBE32 omplex element, servietype (whih is also extensible),
and write another simple XBE32 attribute, alias.
xbe32_openExtElement( writer, seletinfo, NULL);
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2845, (void *) poliies, 2 );
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2D45, (void *) weight, 4 );
//Opens another extensible XBE32 omplex element, selet info and write
two simple XBE32 attributes: poloies and weight.
xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //seletinfo
xbe32_writeExtAttr( writer, 0, "olor", STRING_TYPE, (void *) "false", 5 );
xbe32_writeExtAttr( writer, 0, "duplex", STRING_TYPE, (void *) "true", 4 );
xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //serviemaininfo
//Closes seletinfo, and write two simple XBE32 attributes: olor and
duplex. Closes serviemaininfo
xbe32_openExtElement( writer, servieloation, NULL);
xbe32_openExtElement( writer, inet, NULL);
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2C15, (void *) ipv4addrs, 4 );
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x3816, (void *) ipv6addrs, 24 );
xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //inet
//Opens two extensible XBE32 omplex elements: servieloation and inet.
Writes two simple XBE32 attributes: ipv4addrs and ipv6addrs.
//Closes inet
xbe32_openExtElement( writer, protool, NULL);
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2178, (void *) name1, 3 );
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2C77, (void *) transports1, 17 );
xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //protool
//Opens one extensible XBE32 omplex element, protool. Writes two
simple XBE32 attributes: name1 and transports1.
//Closes protool
xbe32_openExtElement( writer, protool, NULL);
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2178, (void *) name2, 3 );
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2C77, (void *) transports2, 17 );
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xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //protool
xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //servieloation
//Opens one extensible XBE32 omplex element, protool. Writes two
simple XBE32 attributes: name2 and transports2.
//Closes protool and servieloation whih was open two bloks ago.
xbe32_openExtElement( writer, servieaddinfo, NULL);
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2189, (void *) model, 23 );
xbe32_writeAttr( writer, 0x2177, (void *) modelurl, 39 );
xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //servieaddinfo
//Opens one extensible XBE32 omplex element, servieaddinfo. Writes
two simple XBE32 attributes: model and modelurl.
//Closes servieaddinfo.
xbe32_loseElement( writer ); //servie
//Closes servie, the first ompat XBE32 extensible element opened
for the appliation.
//This setion below is just to have the output: the enoded text
buffer_len = 436;
printf("buffer[%d℄:", buffer_len);
for (i=0; i<buffer_len; i++) {
if (i%4 == 0) {
printf("\n");
}
printf("%.2x ", buffer[i℄);
}
}
bool losed = false;
xbe32_elem_t * item = NULL;
int item_length = 0;
unsigned har * vals;
xbe32_parser_t * parser = xbe32_reateParser( buffer, buffer_len );
//The parser struture is reated
do {
item = xbe32_nextElement( parser, &losed );
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//The appliation ask for the next element, provided by xbe32_nextElement
har name_buffer[1024℄;
har * elem_name = xbe32_getName( item );
if (elem_name == NULL) {
int elem_id = xbe32_getId(item);
elem_name = xbe32_ditionary_lookup(ditionary, elem_id);
//The element name is look up in the ditionary
if (elem_name == NULL) {
sprintf(name_buffer, "0x%.8x", elem_id);
elem_name = name_buffer;
}
//In ase the element name is not present in the ditionary,
the id is introdued in the XML label instead
}
if (!xbe32_isComplex( item )) {
int length,j;
printf("<%s>", elem_name);
uint16_t * ontent1 = NULL;
uint32_t * ontent2 = NULL;
har hain[255℄;
length = xbe32_getNumValues( item );
itemType = xbe32_getValuesType( item );
swith (itemType){
ase STRING_TYPE:
printf("%s",xbe32_getValues( item ));
break;
ase FLOAT32_TYPE:
printf(" %f ",*(float *) xbe32_getValues( item ));
break;
ase FLOAT64_TYPE:
printf(" %lf ",*(double *) xbe32_getValues( item ));
break;
ase INT16_TYPE:
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ontent1 = (uint16_t *) xbe32_getValues( item );
for (j = 0; j<length/2;j++){
printf(" %d", ontent1[j℄);
}
break;
ase INT32_TYPE:
ontent2 = (uint32_t *) xbe32_getValues( item );
for (j = 0; j<(length/4);j++) {
printf(" %d", ontent2[j℄);
}
break;
ase INT64_TYPE:
printf(" %d ",(uint64_t *) xbe32_getValues( item ));
break;
ase OPAQUE16_TYPE:
vals = xbe32_getValues(item);
for (i=0; i<16; i++) {
printf("%.2x", vals[i℄);
}
break;
ase OPAQUE4_TYPE:
vals = xbe32_getValues(item);
for (i=0; i<length/4; i++) {
printf(" 0x%.8x", ntohl(vals[i*4℄));
}
break;
ase OPAQUE2_TYPE:
vals = xbe32_getValues(item);
for (i=0; i<length/2; i++) {
printf(" 0x%.4x", ntohs(vals[i*2℄));
}
}
//This ase transform the hexadeimal into an element value
printf("</%s>",elem_name);
//The element name is printed inside the XML label
}
else{ // isExtensible()
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if (losed == true) {
printf("</%s>\n", elem_name);
//The name orresponding the XBE32 element is put inside
the losing label
} else{
printf("<%s>", elem_name);
//The name orresponding the XBE32 element is put inside
the opening label
}
}
losed = false;
} while(item != NULL);
return 0;
}
Following the XML got by the appliation
1
:
<servie>
<id>8e9d7823d5a49791d0fb07ea03fb2</id>
<serviestate>
<metainfo>
<statetimestamp>f85444f4eb</statetimestamp>
</metainfo>
<seletstate>
<0x00002e12> 1.100000 </0x00002e12>
</seletstate>
</serviestate>
<serviemaininfo>
<servietype>
<0x00002112>printer</0x00002112>
</servietype>
<0x00002148>Alie's printer</0x00002148>
<seletinfo>
<0x00002845> 0x0000</0x00002845>
<0x00002d45>14</0x00002d45>
1
The resultant XML is not exatly the same as the rst one presented in the previous
setion sine not all the items were present in the ditionary
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</seletinfo>
<olor>false</olor>
<duplex>true</duplex>
</serviemaininfo>
<servieloation>
<inet>
<ipv4addrs> 0x8b000000</ipv4addrs>
<ipv6addrs>fe800000000000000202b3fffe3da7a</ipv6addrs>
</inet>
<protool>
<0x00002178>ipp</0x00002178>
<0x0000277> 0x2f000000 0x2000000 0x74000000 0x33000000</0x0000277>
</protool>
<protool>
<0x00002178>lpr</0x00002178>
<0x0000277> 0x2f000000 0x2000000 0x74000000 0x31000000</0x0000277>
</protool>
</servieloation>
<servieaddinfo>
<0x00002189>Ame Laser Printer 2000</0x00002189>
<0x00002177>http://www.ame.om/printers/lp200.html</0x00002177>
</servieaddinfo>
</servie>
Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND WORKS
FOR THE FUTURE
Este trabajo ha representado dos puntos muy positivos para sus autores. En
primer lugar, el heho de haber implementado la librería en lenguaje C (no hay
que olvidar que ya ha sido implementada en Java) hae que el protoolo que
representa sea más universal, ya que este lenguaje está araterizado por su
popularidad, diversidad de plataformas, y lo que es más importante, su amplia
utilizaión en la omunidad de software libre. Además de esto, está lo que podría
entenderse omo la inmediata apliaión de la librería, que es el protoolo XSDF.
Este trabajo permite que diho protoolo de desubrimiento de serviios tenga
ya a su disposiión una librería XBE32 de implementaión C, lo ual hae que
su futura implementaión en este lenguaje sea más senilla, ya que todo lo
relaionado on la odiaión de mensajes queda reduido a la llamada de una
serie de funiones.
Además de esto, omo se ha menionado anteriormente, XBE32 no tiene
omo únia nalidad su utilizaión por parte de XSDF, sino que ha sido diseñado
para ser utilizado por ualquier apliaión que neesite de una odiaión ligera
para utilizar de ara a la red.
Del objetivo prinipal impuesto, la implementaión del ontenido del Draft[1℄
XBE32, podemos deir que se ha onseguido realizar de forma exitosa ontando
on las siguientes araterístias:
• Flexibilidad: La implementaión soporta todas las araterístias de XBE32
inluyendo los elementos extensibles y a las TLV de longitud indetermi-
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nada.
• Transparenia para el usuario: Este no tiene que tener en uenta elementos
tan básios omo la TLV, sino que sólo ha de preouparse por generar
elementos de determinado tipo. Esto además se hae de forma senilla
mediante invoaiones de funiones.
• Ligereza: Debido a las araterístias del lenguaje, esta implementaión
además supone un avane en uestión de eienia, ya que en este aso,
la apliaión será más ligera en lo que a su ejeuión se reere onsum-
iendo menos reursos. Esto en determinados entornos puede resultar muy
positivo y ventajoso.
• Capaidad para adaptarse a futuros ambios: Dado que la apliaión está
laramente dividida en dos apas y las tareas laramente delimitadas por
funiones, ualquier ampliaión o ambio se vivirá omo algo relativamente
ómodo y senillo, y una antidad de ódigo mínima se verá afetado por
los ambios en una determinada tarea.
El proeso de reaión ha estado araterizado por un estudio exhaustivo
del Draft[1℄ que desribe XBE32. Este estudio ha sido un punto lave en la
implementaión, ya que XBE32 es una espeiaión algo ompleja y, aunque en
prinipio la autora subestimó la diultad que el doumento entraña, nalmente
después de varios problemas surgidos durante la fase de implementaión, se
deidió dejar esta algo de lado hasta que el Draft[1℄ estuviera ompletamente
interiorizado por su parte.
Al margen de los problemas derivados del análisis de la espeiaión, otra
parte ompleja, aunque bastante más interesante, ha sido el diseño de la librería.
El diseño además de la autora ha ontado on la ativa olaboraión del autor
del Draft[1℄, Manuel Ureña Pasual. Desde el punto de vista de la primera, esta
olaboraión ha resultado muy estimulante y positiva, ya que, a pesar de que una
vez familiarizada on el problema las ideas respeto a su posible materializaión
uían de forma bastante onreta, el autor del Draft[1℄, ha heho posible que
todos esos algoritmos se distribuyeran de una forma lógia, senilla y elegante
entre las dos apas que forman la librería.
A pesar de que las dos fases anteriormente menionadas han sido sin ningu-
na duda las más signiativas del proyeto, en este apartado del esrito no sería
justo no menionar lo que también ha sido fundamental en este trabajo, la
doumentaión. La doumentaión ha supuesto para la autora otra fuente de
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enseñanza, ya que al margen de umplir on su funión obvia, que es la posi-
bilidad de failitar al usuario la utilizaión de la librería, y failitar posibles
ambios y ampliaiones, ha inluido otro reto: aprender las ténias y dominar
las herramientas neesarias para umplir on los estándares de la omunidad
de software libre para la doumentaión de proyetos. La forma esogida para
umplir este requisito ha sido la de páginas de manual (las onoidas man). A
pesar de que han sido relativamente fáiles de editar y generar, han sido un
trabajo engorroso debido al partiular formato de estas páginas y a la propia
estruturaión del ontenido. Puesto que XBE32 no es un lenguaje de odi-
aión onoido, para failitar la tarea al usuario nal, se ha deidido agrupar
las funiones según sus funionalidades para evitar que diho usuario tenga que
reordar en todo momento los nombres de todas las funiones presentes en la
librería y le sea relativamente fáil enontrar la funión que umple on deter-
minada tarea.
Una de las diultades del proyeto en este aso no ha sido el tiempo omo
viene siendo habitual on los proyetantes noveles, sino la materia. En prin-
ipio este proyeto estaba enaminado a ser la implementaión de la primera
apa del framework XSDF. Dado que en lenguaje C no existía ningún tipo de
implementaión de XBE32, la parte más básia del proyeto sería realizar una
implementaión parial de diho sistema de odiaión para que pudiera ser
utilizado por XSDF. A medida que se fue avanzándo en la implementaión,
quedó patente que si el proyeto debía abarar hasta la primera apa de XSDF
omo estaba previsto, el resultado de ambas partes se vería perjudiado en uan-
to a alidad se reere. En el aso de que la implementaión de XBE32 estuviese
enfoada uniamente a esa primera apa, otras apliaiones no podrían valerse
de sus serviios sin tener que modiar esta o la propia apliaión. Así mismo,
esa primera apa de XSDF se verá modiada (u obsoleta) una vez que saliera
la implementaión total de XBE32, lo ual dadas las irunstanias, sería muy
posible. Así que en un momento determinado, uando la implementaión de la
primera apa de XBE32 se hubo terminado, fue neesario deidir si se proedía
on lo que habría resultado un trabajo inompleto on la implementaión de
XSDF, o bien se haía una librería ompleta de la espeiaión XBE32.
Todo lo anterior demuestra que a pesar de que este proyeto ha heho que la
autora haya mejorado notablemente en el plano de la programaión en el lengua-
je de la implementaión, también ha vuelto a demostrar que lo que realmente
hae que un ingeniero pueda evoluionar omo tal, es el trabajo en proyetos
de ierta embergadura, ya sea en uestión de tamaño o omplejidad, y que por
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tanto hay que seguir trabajando.
Finalmente, para terminar on la lista de objetivos planteados en el primer
apítulo, hay que onfesar, que algunas de las herramientas que se han utilizado
para realizar este trabajo, omo el ontrol de versiones, tan sólo se han utilizado
en los momentos más tempranos y debido al tiempo que impliaba su utilizaión,
se ha optado por métodos más primitivos (p.e: almaenaje por fehas en orreo
eletrónio y disos duros externos).
Una vez que se han omentado los puntos prinipales del proyeto, sus di-
ultades y bonanzas, sólo queda exponer los trabajos futuros.
5.1 Trabajos futuros
Algunos de los trabajos que quedan para el futuro respeto a XBE32, son as-
petos de implementaión omo el omportamiento de la librería uando para
una TLV simple se exede ierto límite de bytes (en la atualidad ese tope está
en 65.532 bytes), o el tratamiento de errores de la librería (atualmente, todo
tipo de deisiones de omportamiento frente a errores se dejan a la apa superi-
or). Pero sin duda, el trabajo más relevante para el futuro es la implementaión
ompleta de XSDF.
XSDF es una evoluión del protoolo de loalizaión de serviios (SLP). En
todo momento se intenta que esta extensión umpla on los requisitos denidos
por el grupo de trabajo Rserpool (Reliable Server Pooling). Sus prinipales
araterístias son:
• Modelo de serviio mejorado.
• Loalizaión a través de Internet.
• Balaneo de arga.
XSDF, es, omo se ha menionado anteriormente en este trabajo, un frame-
work ompuesto por varias apas. Dado que una de ellas, la primera, era el
objetivo iniial de este trabajo, reemos que es fundamental presentar tanto
esta omo las demás, ya que, omo se ha menionado en este mismo apítulo,
forman parte de los diferentes trabajos que pueden derivar del que atualmente
se está presentando. Estas apas son:
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• XSLP (eXtensible Servie Loation Protool): Tiene omo funión pro-
porionar al usuario informaión sobre la disponibilidad de determinados
serviios presentes en la red del mismo.
• XSRP (eXtensible Servie Register Protool): Se enarga de que los servi-
dores registren la informaión de los serviios que proporionan en un
diretorio entralizado.
• XSSP (eXtensible Servie Subsription Protool): Mediante este protoolo
los agentes XSDF pueden susribirse a informaión de serviio, de forma
que siempre están informados de los serviios disponibles y sus posibles
ambios.
• XSTP (eXtensible Servie Transfer Protool): Este protoolo permite dis-
tribuir el diretorio de serviios entre varias máquinas sinronizadas entre
sí.
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Appendix A
Installation
This hapter explain how the user should proeed to ompile and install the
library, the les needed to use the ditionary utility and the man pages.
Following, the steps needed to ompile, opy and use the library:
1. To ompile the multiple les the library is omposed of. To do that, we
use the g sentene with the - option:
$ g - xbe32_tlv. xbe32. xbe32_ditionary.
2. After that, we reate the library with the ar ommand:
$ ar rs xbe32.a xbe32_tlv.o xbe32.o xbe32_ditionary.o
3. To reate an index inside the library, we exeute the next ommand:
$ ranlib xbe32.a
4. If we desire to opy the library to any part of our system (linux/Unix) we
use the option -p with the ommand p.
$ p -p xbe32.a diretory/
5. To use the library it is neessary to use g with the -L. option. Next, we
are going to illustrate how to ompile a programm "foo" with our library:
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$ g -o foo -L. -xbe32 foo.o
As in any other projet, the doumentation is neessary for the user to learn
the employ of the produt. In this ase, a very omplete example has been given
in setion 4.2 and , so it is easier for the user to grasp the funtioning of the
library intuitively. Anyway this library provides a set of manpages to orient the
user in the employ of the library.
As it happens with the ditionary utility, there are some requisites needed
to have the pages available. This requisites are the only installation needs for a
Linux/Unix omputer.
To have properly installed the manpages, these need to be stored in the next
diretories:
• /usr/share/man
• /usr/loal/man
Next in this hapter we are going to explain the steps to follow in order to
install the ditionary omponent.
To use the ditionary, it is neessary to reate and install it. The instrution
to do it are attahed bellow:
1. Create a ".txt" le, and open it.
2. Arrange type name and value type in two olumns. The rst of them must
be type name, and the seond the value of this type.
3. Repeat step 2) for the eah element type.
4. Save the le.
5. To load the ditionary through the library, use the "xbe32_ditionary_loadDitionary"
5
.
Following, an example of how must be distributed the ditionary:
5
See the example in the previous hapter
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0x0100 servie
0x0110 serviestate
0x0111 metainfo
0x0121 servietype
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Appendix B
man pages
This appendix shows the man pages orresponding to the library.
xbe32(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32(3)
NAME
The funtions relative to the elements available for this library are:
xbe32_reateParser
xbe32_reateWriter
xbe32_destroyParser
xbe32_destroyWriter
xbe32_flush
xbe32_getFlags
xbe32_getId
xbe32_getName
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xbe32_getNumValues
xbe32_getValues
xbe32_nextElement
xbe32_setParserBuffer
xbe32_setWriterBuffer
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
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xbe32_reateParser(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_reateParser(3)
NAME
xbe32_reateParser, xbe32_reateWriter, xbe32_destroyParser,
xbe32_destroyWriter - Create/Delete xbe32_parser_t/xbe32_writer_t
strutures alloating/dealloating the neessary memory.
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32.h
xbe32_parser_t * xbe32_reateParser( unsigned har * buf, int len )
xbe32_writer_t * xbe32_reateWriter( unsigned har * buf, int len )
void xbe32_destroyParser( xbe32_parser_t * parser)
void xbe32_destroyWriter( xbe32_writer_t * writer )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_reateParser Creates a an opaque xbe32_parser_t struture allo
ating the neessary memory.
The parameters for this funtion are the buf variable of har* type
whih represents the buffer whih is going to be read, and an int vari
able type whih represents the length of that buffer
xbe32_reateWriter Creates an opaque xbe32_writer_t struture alloat
ing the neessary memory.
The parameters for this funtion are the buf variable, a har* variable
whih represents the buffer whih is going to be read, and an int vari
able type, len, whih represents the length of that buffer
xbe32_destroyParser Free the memory orresponding to the parser stru
ture in the upper layer.
The parameter needed for alling this funtion is the xbe32_parser_t
type variable representing the parser (the parser for the upper layer.
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Proessing of elements, not TLV).
xbe32_destroyWriter Free the memory orresponding to the parser
stru
ture in the upper layer.the upper layer).
The parameter needed for alling this funtion is the xbe32_writer_t
type variable representing the writer (the writer for the upper
layer.
Proessing of elements, not TLV).
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
SEE ALSO
xbe32_setParserBuffer, xbe32_setWriterBuffer
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xbe32_getFlags(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_getFlags(3)
NAME
xbe32_getFlags - returns an integer with the value of the meta fields
"" ontinue, and "e" notify error.
xbe32_getId - Returns the the identifier of a given element.
xbe32_getName - Returns the name of an element
xbe32_getNumValues - returns an integer with the number of
values
inside an attribute element (leaf)
xbe32_getValues - Returns a void pointer to the values of the element.
xbe32_getValuesType - Returns an integer with the type of the values in
one attribute element.
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32.h
int xbe32_getFlags ( xbe32_elem_t * elem )
int xbe32_getId ( xbe32_elem_t * elem )
har * xbe32_getName ( xbe32_elem_t * elem )
int xbe32_getNumValues ( xbe32_elem_t * elem )
void * xbe32_getValues ( xbe32_elem_t * elem )
int xbe32_getFlags ( xbe32_elem_t * elem )
DESCRIPTION
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xbe32_getFlags returns an integer with the value of the meta fields ""
ontinue, and "e" notify error. With this information, the user knows
that an error has happened and what to do (if to ontinue or not with
the proessing).
If "" value is 0, disard this mandatory TLV and stop proessing TLVs
left
If "" value is 1, skip this optional TLV and ontinue proessing next
TLV
if "e" value is 0, do not report to the sender that this type is
unknown
if "e" value is 1, report to the sender that this type is unknown
xbe32_getFlags gets as parameter an xbe32_elem_t type variable.
xbe32_getId returns the identifier of a given element. An element,
always have an identifier, and an also have a name.
xbe32_getId gets as parameter an xbe32_elem_t type variable.
xbe32_getName returns the name of an element. To do this, it heks the
id of the element against a ditionary utility and finds out if that
element has a name. If it has, xbe32_getName returns it.
xbe32_getName gets as parameter an xbe32_elem_t type variable.
xbe32_getNumValues returns an integer with the number of values
inside
an attribute element (leaf). This funtion is appliable only to this
kind of element (leaf), sine they are the only ones apable of
arry
ing data values.
xbe32_getNumValues gets as parameter an xbe32_elem_t type variable.
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xbe32_getValues returns a pointer (void type) to the values of the ele
ment. This funtion, as xbe32_getNumValues and xbe32_getValuesType, is
just appliable to attribute elements sine are the only ones whih
arry real values.
xbe32_getValues gets as parameter an xbe32_elem_t type variable.
xbe32_getValuesType returns an integer with the type of the values in
one element. This funtion is appliable only to this kind of element
(leaf), sine they are the only ones apable of arrying data values.
xbe32_getValuesType gets as parameter an xbe32_elem_t type variable.
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
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xbe32_nextElement(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_nextElement(3)
NAME
xbe32_nextElement - Returns an xbe32_elem_t struture with the ontents
of the urrently proessed element
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32.h
xbe32_elem_t * xbe32_nextElement( xbe32_parser_t * parser,bool *
losedElem )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_nextElement returns an xbe32_elem_t struture with the ontents
of the urrently proessed element. As with its lower layer equivalent,
xbe32_tlv_nextTLV, this funtion returns an element with its ontents
(data values) in ase the proessed element is an attribute element (a
leaf on the hierarhial tree), and a header with its type, id, and
name (if it has one), in ase it is a omplex element. It must be said,
that if it is an attribute extensible element, the name/id of the ele
ment will be extrated from a different TLV that the one ontaining the
values. The parameters needed to all this funtion are an
xbe32_parser_t variable whih will be representing to the parser of the
upper layer appliation, and a bool type variable to signal that a om
plex element has been losed.
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
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xbe32_setParserBuffer(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_setParserBuffer(3)
NAME
xbe32_setParserBuffer, xbe32_setWriterBuffer, xbe32_flush - Changes an
xbe32_writer_t/xbe32_parser_t buffer for another.
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32.h
void xbe32_setParserBuffer ( xbe32_parser_t * parser, unsigned har *
buf, int len)
void xbe32_setWriterBuffer ( xbe32_writer_t * writer, unsigned har *
buf, int len )
void xbe32_flush( xbe32_writer_t * writer )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_setParserBuffer hanges an xbe32_parser_t buffer for another.
This happen when the buffer that the appliation is reading for pro
essing the elements has reahed its end, and the appliation needs to
ontinue reading from another one.
The parameters for this funtion are the xbe32_parser_t type variable
whih represent the upper layer parser struture, the buf variable of
har* type whih represents the buffer whih is going to be read, and
an int variable type whih represents the length of that
buffer
xbe32_setWriterBuffer hanges an xbe32_writer_t buffer for another.
This happen when the buffer that the appliation is reading for pro
essing the elements has reahed its end, and the appliation needs to
ontinue reading from another one.
The parameters for this funtion are the xbe32_writer_t type variable
whih represented the upper layer struture writer, the buf variable, a
har* variable whih represents the buffer whih is going to be read,
and an int variable type, len, whih represents the length of that
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buffer
xbe32_flush dumps the ontents of the buffer whih is being written.
This is done in order to start the writing in another buffer, or just
to dump all the data of the appliation that is urrently in the
buffer.
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
SEE ALSO
xbe32_reateParser, xbe32_reateWriter, xbe32_destroyParser,
xbe32_destroyWriter
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xbe32_tlv_loseTLV(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_tlv_loseTLV(3)
NAME
xbe32_tlv_loseTLV - Closes a omplex TLV.
xbe32_tlv_flush - Dump the ontents of the buffer whih is being writ
ten.
xbe32_tlv_openTLV - Creates the header of a TLV
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32_tlv.h
int xbe32_tlv_loseTLV( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer )
int xbe32_tlv_flush ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer )
int xbe32_tlv_openTLV ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer, uint16_t type )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_tlv_loseTLV loses a omplex TLV. To do this, heks the TLV
pending of being losed (on the stak or through the struture
member
num_end_of_tlv ) to be sure there is still one in the open state, and
after that, writes the orresponding length into the length field
(Until this moment, sine the TLV whih was being proessed was omplex
and the amount of TLV whih where going to be nested in it was indefi
nite, the length remained unknown).
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an xbe32_tlv_writer_t
variable whih will be representing to the writer.
xbe32_tlv_flush Dump the ontents of the buffer whih is being written.
This is done in order to start the writing in another buffer, or just
to dump all the data of the appliation whih is urrently in the
buffer.
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Phisially, the only task this funtion performs is the saving of the
number of TLVs open in the member num_end_of_tlv, until the
moment
xbe32_tlv_flush is invoked.
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an xbe32_tlv_writer_t
variable whih will be representing to the writer.
xbe32_tlv_openTLV Creates the header of a TLV. Introdues the type and
the length (if this is known), and takeS the pointer forward to write
the next field of the TLV.
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
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xbe32_tlv_ontents(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_tlv_ontents(3)
NAME
xbe32_tlv_ontents - prints the ontents of the urrently proessed
TLV, in ase it is simple.
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32_tlv.h
void xbe32_tlv_ontents(xbe32_tlv_t * tlv )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_tlv_ontents prints the ontents of the urrently proessed TLV,
in ase it is simple. This funtion is not neessary to the library,
just helps debbuging possible errors.
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an xbe32_tlv_t type vari
able whih will represent the TLV whih is being proessed.
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
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xbe32_tlv_reateParser(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_tlv_reateParser(3)
NAME
xbe32_tlv_reateParser - Creates an xbe32 parser struture to proess
the TLV whih are about to be read
xbe32_tlv_paddedLength - Alloates memory for the writer struture
xbe32_tlv_destroyParser - Free the memory used to store an
xbe32_tlv_parser_t struture
xbe32_tlv_destroyWriter - Dealloates the memory orresponding to the
writer struture
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32_tlv.h
xbe32_tlv_reateParser( unsigned har * buf, int len )
xbe32_tlv_writer_t * xbe32_tlv_reateWriter ( unsigned har * buf, int
len )
xbe32_tlv_destroyParser( xbe32_tlv_parser_t * parser )
void xbe32_tlv_destroyWriter ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_tlv_reateParser Creates an xbe32 parser struture to handle the
TLV reading proess. Alloates memory for the struture and initializes
it. This funtion is responsible of initializing the parser struture.
This struture ontains several fields:
buffer_start: points to the first byte where the urrent proessing
starts.
buffer_end: points to the last byte that an be read in the urrent
stage of proessing, that is the start byte plus the total length of
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the available bytes of the file.
parser_ptr: points to the urrent byte whih is been proessing, so it
is initialized pointing to the first byte of the file.
open_tlvs: it ounts and stores the total number of tlvs whih are
urrently opened, so it is initialized to NULL, sine at first there is
no open TLV pending.
error_msg: ontains the error string that must be displayed at the
moment. Initialize to NULL.
error_ode: ontains the number of the error that must be spread up to
the main appliation. Initialize to NO_ERROR_ERRCODE.
As inome, xbe32_tlv_reateParser has the buf variable, whih maps the
file the library is writting over, and the len variable, whih
repre
sents the available length for the appliation.
At the end of the funtion, the returned value is the parser struture
initialized.
xbe32_tlv_reateWriter This funtion initializes the writer struture.
It has as inome buf, variable whih points to the first byte avaiable
for the writer, and len, whih is the amount of bytes available for the
writer.
buffer_start: points to the first byte where the enoding should be
writted.
buffer_end: points to the last byte that an be written in the urrent
stage of proessing, that is the start byte plus the total length of
the available bytes of the file.
buffer_ptr: points to the urrent byte whih is about to be written, so
it is initialized pointing to the first byte of the file.
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num_end_of_tlv: it is initialized to 0, sine at the beggining there is
nothing written.
open_tlvs: it ounts and stores the total number of TLVs whih are
urrently opened, so it is initialized to NULL, sine at first there is
no open TLV pending.
error_msg: ontains the error string that must be displayed at the
moment. Initialize to NULL.
error_ode: ontains the number of the error that must be spread up to
the main appliation. Initialize to NO_ERROR_ERRCODE.
As inome, it has the buf variable, whih maps the file the library is
writting over,and the len variable, whih represents the available
length for the appliation.
At the end of the funtion, the returned value is the writer struture
initialized.
xbe32_tlv_destroyParser free the memory used to store an
xbe32_tlv_parser_t struture (a parser varaible).
The parameter for this funtion is the xbe32_tlv_parser_t type variable
representing the parser.
xbe32_tlv_reateWriter dealloates the memory orresponding
to the
writer struture.
The parameter for this funtion is the xbe32_tlv_writer_t type variable
representing the writer.
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
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xbe32_tlv_getContinueFlag(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_tlv_getContinueFlag(3)
NAME
xbe32_tlv_getContinueFlag - returns a boolean value signalling the pos
sibility of ontinuing the urrent parsing operation after find out
that an error in the struture of the TLV has ourred
xbe32_tlv_getErrorFlag - returns a boolean value that indiates if an
error that has been found in the struture of the urrently proessed
TLV should be reported to the upper appliation
xbe32_tlv_getLength - Returns the length of the TLV whih is being ur
rently handled
xbe32_tlv_getMeta - Returns the basi type of a defined one.
xbe32_tlv_getNumValues- Returns the number of values inside a TLV
xbe32_tlv_getType - Returns the type of the TLV whih is being ur
rently handled
xbe32_tlv_getValues - returns a har pointer that points to the first
of the bytes orresponding to the values in the single TLV whih is
being proessed
xbe32_tlv_getValuesLength - Returns the length of the payload without
the padding
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32_tlv.h
bool xbe32_tlv_getContinueFlag ( uint16_t type )
bool xbe32_tlv_getErrorFlag ( uint16_t type )
uint16_t xbe32_tlv_getLength ( xbe32_tlv_t * tlv )
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uint16_t xbe32_tlv_getMeta ( int type )
int xbe32_tlv_getNumValues ( xbe32_tlv_t * tlv )
uint16_t xbe32_tlv_getType ( xbe32_tlv_t * tlv )
unsigned har * xbe32_tlv_getValues ( xbe32_tlv_t * tlv )
xbe32_tlv_getValuesLength ( int length )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_tlv_getContinueFlag returns a boolean value signalling the possi
bility of ontinuing the urrent parsing operation after find out that
an error in the struture of the TLV has ourred. The bit signalling
this event is present in the meta setion of the type field.
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an uint16_t type variable
whih will represent the type of the TLV.
xbe32_tlv_getErrorFlag returns a boolean value that indiates
if an
error that has been found in the struture of the urrently proessed
TLV should be reported to the upper appliation
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an uint16_t type variable
whih will represent the type of the TLV.
xbe32_tlv_getLength returns the length of the TLV whih is being ur
rently handled. This length is returned in hexadeimal notation and
represent the total length of the TLV inluding the header but not the
padding. During the proess the funtion takes are of the possible
problems with the LITTLE ENDIAN notation.
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an int type variable
whih will represent the length of the TLV.
xbe32_tlv_getMeta Returns the basi type of a defined one. This type is
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the result of substrat the meta haraters of the omplete type. Those
meta haraters indiate what the ations should be taken in ase of
error during the proessing of the TLV.
xbe32_tlv_getNumValues returns the number of values inside a TLV. This
values must be simple values, this funtion is not appliable to om
plex TLV.
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an xbe32_tlv_t type vari
able whih will represent the TLV whih is being proessed.
xbe32_tlv_getType Returns the type of the TLV whih is being urrently
handled. This type is returned in hexadeimal notation. During the pro
ess the funtion takes are of the possible problems with the
LITTLE
ENDIAN notation.
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an xbe32_tlv_t type vari
able whih will represent the TLV whih is being proessed.
xbe32_tlv_getValues returns a har pointer that points to the first of
the bytes orresponding to the values in the single TLV whih is being
proessed. The values are stored in binary form.
xbe32_tlv_getValuesLength Returns the length of the payload without the
padding.
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an int type variable
whih will represent the total length of the TLV (header + payload -
padding).
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
SEE ALSO
xbe32_tlv_getErrorFlag, xbe32_getFlags
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xbe32_tlv_isComplex(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_tlv_isComplex(3)
NAME
xbe32_tlv_isComplex - Returns a boolean value that tells if the TLV
proessed is omplex or not
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32_tlv.h
bool xbe32_tlv_isComplex ( uint16_t type )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_tlv_isComplex returns a boolean value that tells if the TLV pro
essed is omplex or not.
The parameter needed to all this funtion is an int type variable
whih will represent the type of the TLV.
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
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xbe32_tlv_nextTLV(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_tlv_nextTLV(3)
NAME
xbe32_tlv_nextTLV - Returns a TLV struture with the ontents of the
urrently proessed TLV
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32_tlv.h
xbe32_tlv_t * xbe32_tlv_nextTLV( xbe32_tlv_parser_t * parser, bool *
losed )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_tlv_nextTLV is in harge of proess every TLV on the buffer. For
eah one, it returns a TLV struture with the values orresponding to
the TLV in ase this is a simple one, or just the header in ase it is
a omplex one. In addition to that, it returns a boolean value that
tells if the last omplex TLV (in ase there is one) was losing with
the last TLV proessed. While xbe32_tlv_nextTLV proesses the TLVs, the
funtion advanes the main pointer of the parser struture, the
member
parser_ptr , to point the next TLV to proess (that is, the length of
the TLV whih is being proessed).
The parameters needed to all this funtion are an xbe32_tlv_writer_t
variable whih will be representing to the writer, and a bool type
variable to signal that a omplex TLV has been losed.
AUTHOR
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xbe32_tlv_setParserBuffer(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_tlv_setParserBuffer(3)
NAME
xbe32_tlv_setParserBuffer - Changes the buffer for an
xbe32_tlv_parser_t parser struture
xbe32_tlv_setWriterBuffer - Changes the buffer for an
xbe32_tlv_writer_t writer struture
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32_tlv.h
xbe32_tlv_setParserBuffer ( xbe32_tlv_parser_t * parser, unsigned har
* buf, int len )
void xbe32_tlv_setWriterBuffer ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer, unsigned
har * buf, int len )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_tlv_setParserBuffer hanges the buffer for an xbe32_tlv_parser_t
parser struture. It is used in the ase the read buffer has reahed
its end and the proessing has not been finished, so another buffer is
waiting to be read. To do this, it is neessary to apply some hanges
over the parser struture: member buffer_start must point to the start
of the new buffer; buffer_end must point to the end of the mentioned
new buffer; and the member parser_ptr must point to the start of the
new buffer as buffer_start (the differene between the latter and
parser_ptr, is that parser_ptr will hange its position along the pro
essing).
The parameters introdued in this funtion are: a variable of
xbe32_tlv_parser_t type whih is representing the parser struture; a
har* pointer to the buffer whih must be read; and an int variable
with the length of the new buffer to be read.
hanges the buffer for an xbe32_tlv_writer_t writer struture.
It is
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used in the ase the read buffer has reahed its end and the proessing
has not been finished, so another buffer must be read (the data has not
finished, but the buffer did) in order to enode all the message. To do
this, it is neessary to apply some hanges over the writer struture:
member buffer_start must point to the start of the new buffer;
buffer_end must point to the end of the mentioned new buffer; and the
member buffer_ptr must point to the start of the new buffer as
buffer_start (the differene between the latter and buffer_ptr, is that
bufferr_ptr will hange its position along the proessing).
The parameters introdued in this funtion are: a variable of
xbe32_tlv_writer_t type whih is representing the writer struture; a
har* pointer to the buffer whih must be read; and an int variable
with the length of the new buffer to be read.
AUTHOR
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xbe32_tlv_writeTLV(3) LIBRARY FUNCTIONS xbe32_tlv_writeTLV(3)
NAME
xbe32_tlv_writeTLV - Writes the ontent of a simple TLV.
SYNOPSYS
#inlude xbe32_tlv.h
int xbe32_tlv_openTLV ( xbe32_tlv_writer_t * writer, uint16_t type )
DESCRIPTION
xbe32_tlv_writeTLV writes the ontent of a simple TLV. Writes the pay
load of a simple TLV inluding the padding. In addition to that, takes
the pointer forward as far as neessary to write the next TLV (that is,
the length of the urrent TLV).
The parameters needed to all this funtion are an xbe32_tlv_t type
variable whih will represent the TLV whih is being proessed and an
int type variable whih will represent the type the TLV.
AUTHOR
Lia Bailan <100011513 at alumnos dot u3m dot es>
version 0.1 Marh 2009 xbe32_tlv_writeTLV(3)
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